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Images from the 2020 PDI Championship have been used throughout
this publica�on to illustrate the broad nature of the work submi�ed.
Images chosen or not chosen should not be considered as evidence
of either quality or lack thereof. The choice of images was en�rely the
Editor’s and he is therefore solely to blame.
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Wow! We’ve done it. Sussex Photographic Federa�on’s first-ever, on-line PDI Championship. And what a
championship it was. The highest standard of images ever entered, themost erudite assessor’s comments,
the largest audience ever. A complete litany of firsts.
Our congratula�ons, in no par�cular order, go to:

The following clubs
Hailsham Photographic Society for the overall highest aggregated club score.
Eastbourne Photographic Society for the runners up highest aggregated club score.
Ba�le Photographic Society for the most improved club.

Individual Award winners
Jack Taylor of Hailsham Photographic Society assessed to have the best image in the
Compe��on and awarded a Gold Medal for “Sand Print”.
Paul Shilliam of Hailsham Photographic Society assessed to have the runner-up image in
the Compe��on and awarded a Silver Medal for “Outnumbered”.

Individual Assessors Bronze Medals
Andrew Worsfold of Middleton Camera Club for “The Violinist” Awarded by
Mar�n Pa�en.
Brian Goode of Uckfield Camera Club for “Fading Tradi�ons on the Mekong” Awarded by
Gordon Brown
Tony Sharp of Rye & District Camera Club for “The Great Bri�sh Summer” Awarded by
Caroline Colgate

Individual Merit Awards
GrahamWilcock of Crawley Camera Club for “Shadows of Hitchcock”
Graham Deacon of Seven Sisters Camera Club for “Family Bike Ride”
Andrew Caswell of Storrington Camera Club for “A Pensive Girl”
Julie Mills of Lewes Camera Club for “Wai�ng for the Train”
David Warren of Ba�le Photographic Society for “Barn Owl in Flight”
Jon Young of Ba�le Photographic Society for “Bo�le Alley at Sunset”
Alan Benne� of Middleton Camera Club for “Kingfisher Dive”

Our thanks go to our Assessors
Caroline Colgate ARPS, APAGB
Gordon Brown ARPS
Mar�n Pa�en DPAGB, LRPS, BPE4*, AFIAP, QPSA

And our special thanks go to all of those of you who entered images in your clubs, for without you there
would have been no compe��on.
Although we haven’t the room to show all of the images in the compe��on, they can be seen by going
here h�ps://www.sxpf.org.uk/ and selec�ng the slideshow tag.

Editorial

https://www.sxpf.org.uk/
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2020 Club PDI Championship Report

The day of the championship dawned bright and warm, well it did in my office and I am sure that
it did, wherever you chose to view the Championship.

Ken Sco� acted as MC and a�er introducing the Assessors and giving us a brief resume of the
proceedings the commenta�ng began.

The club entries were split into two groups with one group being shown before the break and the
other group a�er. Each assessor took a group in turn and selected two images to comment on.
This part of the day was unrehearsed and each assessor had a free hand in their choice of images
and their commentary. The assessors were heard to comment that they had chosen images on
the basis of their not having commented on that type of image before, so a wide range of images
was commented on.

A�er both sets of images had been commented on we had another short break un�l it was �me
to announce the winners. Individual images scored marks out of twenty giving a possible
aggregated score from the three assessors of sixty points. The assessors each selected a favorite
image of the day and these were awarded individual Bronze Medals.

The highest aggregated score image was then chosen for the Gold Medal award with the next
highest being awarded a Silver Medal.

Gordon Brown chose Fading
Traditions on the Mekong by
Brian Goode of Uckfield CC

Caroline Colegate chose The
Great British Summer by Tony
Sharpe of Rye & District CC Martin Patten chose

The Violinist by Andrew
Worsfold of Middleton CC
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Scoring no more than two points less than the top-scoring image, the next eight entries were
awarded a Cer�ficate of Merit.

Gold Medal Winner

“Sand Print” by Jack Taylor
of Hailsham PS

Silver Medal Winner

”Out Numbered” by Paul Shilliam
of Halsham PS



Finally, the individual club entries were aggregated and the top-scoring, runner-up and the most
improved Clubs were announced. Apart from the accolades of all, these club’s names will enter
our perpetual Hall of Fame on the SxPF website.

It does not do jus�ce to the individual images by trying to reproduce them all here but they are
available on our website at h�ps://www.sxpf.org.uk/club-championships/pdi-championship-
results-2020/ Indeed, all of the entries are viewable from this same link.
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I got a Low Score in the Compe��on – Should I Give Up Photography?

We are all keen photographers. We wouldn’t enter compe��ons if this weren’t true and, of
course, we only enter what we consider to be our best shots. It is easy to blame the judge when
they don’t appear to support our belief in our best image ever and it is always difficult to hear
cri�cism. However, it is always of great value to get the benefit of unbiased opinion and our
assessors, chosen for our Championships, bring this to their cri�que from the benefit of many
years of experience.

Now, I must confess that I am a bit of a nerd when it comes to numbers and having 684 scores, in
the 2020 PDI Championship compe��on, to play with makes me desperate to find out what is
going on.

So here goes – an insight into the marking of the 2020 PDI Championship.

Each Assessor was advised that they should score out of twenty with an expected base-line of
twelve. All images were scored between these two limits but here the consensus ends.

No image scored straight twelves and no image scored straight twen�es yet all assessors awarded
scores of both twelve and twenty and all in between. So there was no agreement on which was
the best image in the show, nor yet on the worst.

Clearly, an image that scores 20 – 15 – 14 (49 total) is going to score higher than an image that
scores straight sixteens (48 total) yet there is a world of dissent between these two sets of scores.
If we accept that a middling score of sixteen means that an image is thought to be of average
standard in the current compe��on, we would expect that image to win no accolades nor any
wooden spoons. Yet, in our hypothe�cal example, one assessor thought that the image was
amongst the best in show whilst two assessors thought it below average.

Now to our compe��on:
The top 25% of our entries scored between 51 and 57 marks. A difference of 6 points.

I got a Low Score in the Competition

https://www.sxpf.org.uk/club-championships/pdi-championship-results-2020/
https://www.sxpf.org.uk/club-championships/pdi-championship-results-2020/
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The middle 50% of our entries were separated by just 5 points.

Your image could have scored 50 points and been confined to the middle of the table. Yet just 7
points would have separated you from the top slot.

Now it gets interes�ng; looking at the actual scores we can see that one image showed a disparity
between a highest and lowest awarded mark of 7 points, in fact, two assessors awarded 12 and
one awarded 19. Yet it is easy to concentrate on the greatest diversity in assessors’ scores, what
is perhaps more striking is that for over seventy-eight per cent of images the difference in mark
awarded by all three assessors was no greater than three points.

Individual assessors’ choices show the greatest disparity. As you would expect, individual Judges
awarded top score (20) to the image that they chose for their Bronze Award, but in all three cases
another assessor thought that the same image merited a below-average score (15). How creepy
is that? Not even an also-ran score of 17.

We mustn’t forget though, responding to images is largely subjec�ve; we all respond differently
and in our own ways, so a disparity of marks across judges is normal

So – Should you take up a different hobby, because you didn’t achieve a high score? Certainly not
– take on-board your score and consider how it might help your photography to appeal to a wider
audience.

ll
Ken Sco� our Judging Coordinator, has agreed to write an ar�cle for a future issue, explaining
what goes into the process of judging and I for one am greatly looking forward to reading why
judging is so important, on the road to improvement as a photographer. It is a truism to say that
we are least able to judge ourselves.

Making the 2020 PDI Championship
Collec�ng and preparing images for
‘Projec�on’

A�er compe��ons leave the planning stage
the next part involves collec�ng the images.
SxPF uses ‘PhotoEntry’ as this method is
known, used and understood by many in our
member clubs. The rules of the compe��on
are inserted in the PhotoEntry page and the
compe��on marked as open and clubs are
invited to upload their images. Images can be
changed at any stage un�l the closing date.

Wai�ng for a Si�er
by Jan Arnold of Southwick CC
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As images are uploaded they are checked for rule
viola�ons and clubs are advised accordingly. Clubs that
leave uploading to the last minute have li�le �me
remaining to change images as the closing date is
sacrosanct. Once the closing date approaches those
clubs who have yet to upload will be gently chivied. At
this stage, nobody knows if the compe��on will be a
success or not.

A�er the images are all in, each club’s set are separated
into two groups. Although this process is largely
random, some effort is made to separate images from
the same photographer in the hope of increasing their
chance of being selected for commentary. These
groups are then sent to our Judging Coordinator who
does any final adjustments necessary to the ordering of
the groups.

The so�ware programme ‘FastStone Image Viewer’ caters for
the produc�on of composite slides and allows for a

predetermined image sequence to be used, rather
than relying on alphabe�cal sequences. Images
themselves are allocated a random number by
‘PhotoEntry’ and it is this number that determines
the final order of images within their respec�ve
folders and also for the order of the set that is
presented to the judges for assessment.

A short ar�cle to write but this process goes on over
several weeks, with checking and crosschecking
being undertaken at all stages of the process. As the
big day approaches panic sets in and everything is
checked for the Nth �me.

Dick Saunders .... PDI Secretary

The Assessment Process

Once all the entries have been received and verified by the PDI secretary as being of the right size and
format, the work of preparing them for assessment begins.

Lady in Red
By Adrian Barre� of Li�lehampton CC

Arches by
Julie Mills of Lewes CC
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The PDI Sec sends me (as Judging Coordinator) a folder of
all the images arranged randomly in “Projec�on Order”.
This is the order in which they would be displayed if our
judging were live. The package also contains an entry
spreadsheet containing the photographer’s name, club and
image �tle, and a sequence number for all images.

Firstly, as you will no doubt be aware, we have regre�ably
in the past had to declare some images ineligible as a) they
have been entered previously, b) a photographer has
entered more than two images or c) has had work selected
for two clubs. These innocent errors always cause upset, so
we try to eliminate them before the closing date.

To do this, the entry spreadsheet is added to a master
database of all images entered since 2014. The spreadsheet
automa�cally checks for duplicate photographer names
and image �tles so that we can inves�gate them. This year
we picked up three issues that were happily resolved.

Normally when live, our assessors score the images using
numerical keypads. Their live scores are recorded directly to the FFP projec�on so�ware and also
duplicated in a master score spreadsheet.

This year, once we had a full and eligible entry, a
scoresheet was generated for the assessors and sent to
them along with the images for their considera�on,
which, being at home, they could invest more �me in
than when live with a keypad.

When the marks were returned, these were copied and
pasted into the same master scoring spreadsheet as
used live. Various worksheets then auto-calculate and
sort the results, including highligh�ng the high-range
scores and those images scoring maximums. It also
auto-generates the Results sheets issued a�erwards.
These scoresheets are checked and cross-checked to
ensure, we hope, that no transcrip�on errors have
crept in.

Marking is one of the most difficult aspects of judging.
Beyond the more objec�ve assessments of technicality

Mechanic by Ma� Frost
of Worthing CC

Making Waves
By Steve White of Henfield CC
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and cra�, what moves us in photography – the
Expressive Quality in an image – is almost
en�rely subjec�ve. So it is no surprise that the
three assessors do have some�mes large
varia�ons in their scores. More in another ar�cle
from me about that.

You may wonder why we mark out of 20 for this
Championship when other regionals and
dis�nc�ons assessments use a range of 2-5.
There are four obvious bands – 12-14, 15-16, 17-
18 and 19-20 – that roughly equate to 2-5, but
the lack of granularity in the 2-5 range is resolved
by using 20, resul�ng in fewer �es.

Our winning images are decided on aggregate marks.
This year’s winning PDI ‘Sand Print’ and the runner up both scored 57 marks, the Gold medal being
decided on countback of having received two 20s. A perfect 60 s�ll eludes us ...

The assessors each have a choice for a Bronze medal, and they can choose any image for which they have
awarded 20 marks, provided it is not the Gold or Silver winner. This enables a photographer to gain an
award even if it was just one assessor who loved it (and the other two did not … ) These images which
divide opinion are always among the more interes�ng.

During our live events, all this happens FRANTICALLY in the lunch break to ensure that the a�ernoon runs
and that you can have your result sheets at the end of the event. With assessment happening in advance
this year, the pace was wholly more relaxed.

For print compe��ons, to help us to select from
the wall the images that each assessor wishes to
comment, we ask them to select their
commentary images. With PDI it is easier, and was
the same on Zoom, with the assessors choosing
their commentary images on the fly.

There is never �me for all images to receive a
comment (228 this year), but we hope that by
commen�ng on four from every club, there is a
good representa�on.

My prepara�on to MC the event includes
discussing with the PDI Sec the random order of

Bringing the Garden Inside
By Jane Webster of Chichester CC

Preening Time by Yvonne Green
Of Bognor Regis CC
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clubs for the two halves of the commentary
session. We do this with the second half slightly
reordered to ensure that no club has to wait too
long for their second set and so that the
assessors do not comment the same club twice –
though that did happen this year when one was
eager to jump in out of turn.

There’s a lot of work that goes on to deliver the
results from a 228 image compe��on, but it is as
much fun behind the scenes as it is to see live,
and a rewarding task.

Ken Sco� .... Judging Coordinator

Running the Championship On-Line

Once it was clear that we would not be able to run this year’s Championship as a physical event we started
thinking about how we should organise it as an on-line mee�ng. While Zoom has become almost
synonymous with on-line mee�ngs there are many other systems in use so our first task was to clarify our
requirements and review the op�ons available. The mee�ng was planned to last over 3 hours and we
expected over 100 a�endees; clearly, the free offerings were not going to be suitable so we would have to
pay for a subscrip�on to one of the services. We reviewed several op�ons, including Amazon Chime,
Bluejeans, ClickMee�ng, GoToMee�ng, Webex, Zoho and Zoom. There are numerous deals available for
these services and they change month by month; ini�ally, we rejected Zoom because more than 100
a�endees required a business licence. Subsequently, Zoom brought out a large mee�ng add-on which
could be used on a single account.

There were other requirements that we had, some of which were more important than others. These
included: keeping track of people registering for
and a�ending the mee�ng, central control for
mu�ng all a�endees, cloud recording, support
for co-hosts to take control of the mee�ng in
case of lost internet connec�on, provision for
wai�ng room for a�endees and breakout room
for officials. Some of these features were
available only in the more expensive Webinar
services. They were all available to some extent
in the Zoom Professional Service Plan, which was
finally selected.

Once the service was selected then, just as with
any other mee�ng, we needed to plan our �me-

Cherries by Debbie Lias
Of Uckfield CC

Mist by Phil Marsden
of Crawley CC
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table, have at least one rehearsal and make sure
everyone understood their role. Our plan was
based on how we ran the physical event; people
would arrive before the mee�ng started, there
would be a brief introduc�on from the
Chairman, the projec�onist would display the
images for assessors’ comment and finally, the
announcing of the awards.

Each of these parts had its challenges in the on-
line environment. The wai�ng room in Zoom is
very bare; the host can send a message to
everyone in the mee�ng room but there is no
guarantee that it will be read. We allowed
people to enter the wai�ng room up to an hour

before the start of the mee�ng; on the one hand, this was too long for those who had no problems with
their log-in, on the other hand, people were s�ll having problems logging in right up to the start of the
mee�ng. Zoom does not allow for specifying separate �mes for the wai�ng room to open, the mee�ng
room to open and the mee�ng to start, so it is important to make these �mes clear via e-mails etc. We
publicised a support e-mail address to help resolve log-in issues and this was able to resolve some of the
login issues. While most people are familiar with Zoom, they were not familiar with the registra�on
process; again it is important to make sure a�endees are familiar not only with the chosen service, but
also with the way you are using it.

We were able to arrange for theMaster of Ceremonies to hold a private mee�ng with the assessors by the
use of a breakout. We manually admi�ed all the assessors from the wai�ng room to the breakout room
before automa�cally admi�ng everyone from
the wai�ng room. With hindsight it would have
been be�er to automa�cally admit everyone
from the wai�ng room once we had the
introductory slide show set up in the mee�ng
room, and then use the search a�endees
func�on to locate the assessors and take then to
the breakout room.

During the event, it is important to keep track of
the �me taken by the assessors and speed up or
slow down accordingly. For the on-line mee�ng
we had an assistant tracking the �me and using
a WhatsApp group chat to keep in contact. The
use of a separate communica�on channel for the
officials proved very useful. Jackle Pa�ently Wai�ng

By Anne Nagle of Storrington CC

Breightling Jets Display Eastbourne
By Keith Brooks of Mid Sussex CC
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Background noise can be more of a problem in an on-line mee�ng than in a physical mee�ng. We,
therefore, decided to automa�cally mute all a�endees. The officials and assessors were set as co-hosts so
they were able to mute and un-mute themselves as required; on some occasions they forgot to un-mute
themselves; perhaps we should have had an assistant watching out for this and reminding the assessors
to unmute when they were due to talk. Addi�onally, we should have considered unmu�ng everyone at the
end to allow for an actual round of applause for the winners, or perhaps to allow the winners to say a few
words; without this, the awards seemed a li�le flat. We decided to leave it to the individual a�endees as
to whether or not they had their video on or off, but advised a�endees to view the speaker video only to
reduce the load on their local network connec�on.

At the end of previous compe��ons, we had handed out a paper survey for a�endees to fill in. Zoom did
not have a suitable survey facility so we used the list of a�endees to send out our survey via MailChimp.
This resulted in a 30% response with much more detail than we’d had previously.

Niall Teskey …. Webmaster

Club Positions Table
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In the past Rottingdean Camera Club has held
a biennial exhibition at the Grange in
Rottingdean. It was due to be held this year
but, like many other events had to be
cancelled. In recent weeks the Grange has
opened its garden & cafe and hopes to open
the museum and art gallery shortly. The club was delighted when the
Grange invited us to join Rottingdean Arts Society to hold a joint
Covid/Lockdown Exhibition In the Grange. We were able to set up
the exhibition which was open 29 - 31 October. It was planned to
open the following week from 5 - 7 November. But we went into a
second lockdown and had to cancel the second week.

There are currently twenty-two Sussex clubs federated within the
Sussex Photographic Federation and it is our belief that we are stronger
together than apart. This section of the magazine is intended to allow
us all to inform each other of events of interest in our clubs.
Contributions are encouraged but copy may be edited to fit available
space.
This magazine will be published periodically, if you wish to have a piece
of news about your club added here please email your copy to
sxfocused@sxpf.org.uk Please note that specific events may have
passed before publication.
Middleton Camera Club have successfully moved
on-line during the lock-down. Our AGM was, for the
first time, a virtual event and attracted more
attendees than the previous year. We have held
three virtual competitions, including our Print and
PDI of the year competitions and all were judged
remotely and attracted an average of sixty percent
of our membership. Chris Palmer gave us a virtual talk with his
‘Talking Pictures’ Zoom presentation, at the end of May and we have
a full programme of events scheduled for our Summer recess.
Members of other Sussex clubs are welcome to join us. Just visit our
website by clicking on the logo.

Around the Clubs

http://www.rottcc.co.uk/
https://moscameraclub.weebly.com/ 
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2021 Print Competition
England during the Pandemic 2020 to 2021

This has been a difficult year for everyone with lock-downs and self-isola�on and as
photographers, we have had to change the way we go about our photography.

It is apparent that SxPF are unable to run the annual print championship in April next year so the
commi�ee have been looking at alterna�ves and come up with the following concept.

We will run the Print championship as a PDI compe��on similar to the November one with the
aim of producing a book or printed version, with a selec�on of images, that members can
purchase.

The concept behind this compe��on is to see what images were taken by photographers during
the pandemic with an accompanying sentence about the image, what it means to them and their
ability to take photographs. Perhaps due to self-isola�on / lock-down restric�ons, most images
were taken locally or in the garden, or perhaps you managed to get away or visit family and
friends you had not seen for several months due to the pandemic. We are trying to make it as
open as possible – tell us about your images and what you took during the Pandemic.

Judging will consist of 3 judges each awarding a maximum of 20 points per image. Each Judge will be
supplied with a paragraph about the image should they wish to consider it when marking or which they
can refer to, should they not think that the image reflects photography during the pandemic.

The compe��on will have a theme or set subject which is

England During the Pandemic 2020 – 2021

Images must follow these rules.

1. All photos must have a �tle

2. All photos must be taken during 2020 up un�l the close of the compe��on in 2021
and detailing the month in which it was taken.

3. All images must list the loca�on in England where they were taken eg Brighton or
London. If it is a composite image all elements of the image must be taken in England
during 2020 – 21.

4. This is an open compe��on so all genres will be accepted provided they follow the
theme and �me period.

5. We need 12 images from each club from a minimum of 10 photographers. Please
note the maximum entries from any one photographer is limited to two images. This
concept is designed to help out smaller clubs.



6. Please note it is the aim of the Sussex Photographic Federa�on to print a book of
selected images and allowmembers to purchase said book so all images entered must
have the permission of the photographer to be used and sold as a book and or for use
as promo�onal marke�ng for future SxPF Events.

7. Images must be (TBA) at 300dpi we require this as we aim to produce a book featuring
some of the selected images.

8. Each image is to be accompanied by a sentence or two or a cap�on that describes
the image in rela�onship to the pandemic – the focus needs to be on the image and
your vision of that image in rela�onship to the pandemic. (max 40 words)

This text may be used in the book.

9. Your entries should be �tled like this……..

Title (Month taken) Loca�on

For example:

The High Street (March) Eastbourne

Image cap�on: During the pandemic I no�ced how the high street became
abandoned and shops closed down so this image reflects nobody on the streets just
closed up buildings with the odd person wondering the street.

Fairytale Fungi (November) Wakehurst
Image cap�on: This pictures confirms the fact that nature con�nues despite the fact
we are in a pandemic and the image focuses on the beauty of the fungi despite the
fact that fungi is all about decay.

Thatcher’s Point (August) Devon
Image cap�on: A�er restric�ons were eased I was lucky to get away for a few days
to visit family in Devon and I took these images.

BBC News (October) Felpham

Image Cap�on:

Sick to death of seeing the same
picture on the telly every night.
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Interview with our Gold Medal Winner
Where would our poor rag be without an interview? So here it is - Last but not Least, an
interview with Jack Taylor, Gold Medal winner of the SxPF 2020 PDI Championship.

In line with current Covid restric�ons, this interview was conducted en�rely by email between
your Editor and Jack Taylor. It was intended to be slightly tongue in cheek rather than a technical
trea�se and it is hoped that it will answer some of the ques�ons that our compe��on a�endees
might have liked to ask.

Editor : How old are you?

Jack Taylor : 77 - there’s life in the old dog yet!

ED : How long have you been a photographer?

JT : 56 yrs! Given a Pentax S1a for my 21st birthday - I’ve never stopped taking images since.

ED : What equipment did you use for your ‘Sand Print’ image?

JT : Sony FE 70-300 G OSS at 300mm on a Sony A7R mark 1.

ED : Is your 2020 PDI Gold Medal winning shot part of a larger image or did you “fill the frame”?

JT : As I o�en do, I filled the frame.

ED : Do you use post-processing techniques or do you “get it right in camera”?

JT : I use post processing quite a lot - this image was converted to B & W using Nik’s Silver Efex
Pro and I have used Photoshop to remove unwanted detail.

ED : Did you “see” the shot before pressing the shu�er bu�on?

JT : I look for ’situa�ons’, then bring my camera into play.

ED : Do you prefer B + W or colour?

JT : I like both but because my photography skills were honed in the darkroom I always enjoy B
& W especially prints.

ED : Were you “in the right place at the right �me” or did you set-up the shot?

JT : I rarely setup a shot - I’m more an observer than a creator.

ED : Were you on holiday or was this local?

JT : This was on holiday in Tenerife - a family reunion.

ED : Was this a busy loca�on?

JT : There were people on the beach but it was not that busy - I do work quickly so I’m usually
unobserved.

ED : Thank you Jack for your candid answers and congratula�ons on becoming 2020’s PDI Gold
Medal winner.



2021
10th April Print Championship

15th May AGM and Members Day

6th November PDI Championship

2022

In addi�on, we are planning to hold a Judging Training workshop, either as a
small group ac�vity or if that is not possible, as an on online workshop. We
hope to be in a posi�on to confirm the details of this reasonably soon.
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Dates for your Diary

Our Sponsors

The support of our sponsors is tremendously important to us as it helps
to keep the costs of our events at an affordable level. Sponsors are
chosen for the quality and value for money of their products. Please
support them as they support us. Just click on the logo.

UK's Leading Camera and Lens Calibration Specialist

Home of High-end Pro Photo Inkjet

Mount Cutting Systems

https://www.longridge.co.uk/
https://www.marrutt.com/
https://cameracal.co.uk/

